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321/9 Paxtons Walk, Adelaide, SA 5000

Bedrooms: 1 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment

Adam Teague
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Contact agent

Nestled in the vibrant heart of Adelaide's East End, this superiorly located apartment beckons students and professionals

alike, offering an ideal abode in the midst of the city's cultural pulse.As you step into the open-plan living space, a seamless

fusion of modern design and functionality unfolds. The living area is thoughtfully laid out, creating an inviting atmosphere

for both relaxation and social gatherings. The focal point is undoubtedly the well-equipped kitchen, where culinary

aspirations meet convenience, complete with a dishwasher for effortless cleanup.Meandering through the apartment,

you'll encounter a practical storage area and a bathroom adorned with floor-to-ceiling tiling, exuding a sense of luxury.

Beyond these spaces lies a generous queen-size bedroom, a sanctuary of comfort and tranquillity. Here, expansive

windows frame views of Adelaide's iconic Ayers House and stretch out to the majestic Mount Lofty, creating a picturesque

backdrop to daily life.This apartment is more than just a residence; it's a lifestyle choice. Positioned in close proximity to a

plethora of entertainment options, boutique shopping outlets, and culinary delights, the allure of the East End's offerings

is right at your doorstep. Whether you're a savvy investor seeking a lucrative opportunity or a professional yearning for a

centrally located home, this apartment seamlessly aligns with your aspirations.The East End's dynamic ambiance, coupled

with the apartment's strategic location, makes it a haven for those who appreciate the fusion of urban convenience and

cultural richness. Don't just find a place to live; discover a residence that resonates with your lifestyle and aspirations in

the heart of Adelaide's East End.On behalf of Century 21 Central, we try our absolute best to obtain the correct

information for this advertisement. The accuracy of this information cannot be guaranteed, and all interested parties

should view the property and seek independent advice if they wish to proceed.RLA 274363


